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Abstract

Limb-girdle muscular dystrophies (LGMDs) and distal dystrophies are a diverse group of genetically heterogeneous myopathies characterized by an evolving and often confusing nomenclature. Though rare as a group, they are commonly seen in neuromuscular clinics and occasionally in general neurology clinics, and are frequently a source of diagnostic dilemma. A recent evidence-based guideline by the American Academy of Neurology provides a comprehensive analysis of the clinical phenotypes, diagnostic approach, and management principles of the LGMDs and associated disorders. There remain many unanswered questions regarding the role of radiologic and genetic testing, cardiorespiratory screening, and physical therapy in managing these patients. This payment policy article suggests potential solutions to challenging coverage scenarios that result from incomplete or conflicting evidence. *Neurol Clin Pract* 2015;5:454-459

The limb-girdle muscular dystrophies (LGMDs) and distal dystrophies are a diverse group of genetically heterogeneous muscular disorders typically characterized by slowly progressive muscle weakness. New forms of these disorders are identified on an ongoing basis, particularly among the LGMD phenotypes, and the nosology and nomenclature of these disorders is often confusing. Though LGMDs as a group are rare disorders, they may be commonly seen in subspecialty neuromuscular clinics and occasionally in general neurology clinics, and frequently present a diagnostic challenge.

A recent evidence-based guideline by the American Academy of Neurology (AAN) and American Association of Neuromuscular and Electrodiagnostic Medicine provides a thorough
analysis of the clinical phenotypes, diagnostic approach, and management principles of the
LGMDs and associated disorders. While the guideline provides a comprehensive analysis
of the clinical phenotypes and diagnostic approach to various LGMDs, with an overview of
management options, there may remain unanswered questions regarding the role of various
diagnostic tests and treatment modalities, including radiologic and genetic testing, cardiorespiratory screening, and physical therapy.

Many patients with LGMD and distal dystrophies need long-term multispecialty care, necessitating frequent interaction with patients’ third-party payers. Further, our knowledge about various LGMDs and their genetic inheritance patterns are rapidly expanding, resulting in changes in best clinical practice. Finally, while disease-modifying treatment options remain elusive, establishing a genetic diagnosis prevents the use of needless, potentially harmful, and expensive immunosuppressive therapies. These issues pose further payment challenges, which are discussed in this article.

LGMD nomenclature and ICD coding
Traditionally LGMDs have been classified as LGMD types 1 or 2 based on their inheritance pattern with numbers indicating Mendelian inheritance pattern (1 autosomal dominant, 2 autosomal recessive) and letters indicating the chronologic order of the discovery of their chromosomal locus. The discovery of new chromosomal loci and associated phenotypic variability has added to a lengthy and intimidating list that can present diagnostic challenges even to experienced neuromuscular physicians. This complexity can have the potential to create confusion in International Classification of Diseases (ICD) coding (especially among new providers or those who are not experienced in coding for neurologic disease) and thus set stage for denial of services. We suggest using ICD-9 code 359.1 (hereditary progressive muscular dystrophy), which, though limited, still encompasses 10 common muscular dystrophies including LGMD as a group. Further, with ICD-10-CM looming, we suggest G71.0, which has expanded to include 12 different dystrophies (including LGMDs) and also provides a more comprehensive description of phenotypic variability of these dystrophies.

Imaging as a diagnostic tool in LGMD
While the recent LGMD and distal dystrophies guideline was not specifically designed to provide a level of evidence on the use of imaging in the diagnosis of LGMD, it does conclude that a combination of clinical, radiologic, and laboratory features are useful in directing genetic diagnosis (multiple Class I–III studies) in dystrophic disorders. Muscle MRIs are increasingly being used to provide clues in diagnosing dystrophies (including LGMD) based on the specific patterns of signal changes in various muscles in different limb compartments.

In certain types of muscular dystrophy (e.g., Becker muscular dystrophy), unique patterns of muscle MRI change may be present even in advanced cases, helping in diagnosis. By aiding in diagnosis, neuromuscular imaging may help avoid unnecessary and potentially costly immunosuppressive medication and may help improve the diagnostic yield of muscle biopsy. MRI
has a safety advantage over CT in that it requires no exposure to ionizing radiation, and MRIs provide better soft tissue discrimination.

Insurance providers might be wary of covering diagnostic imaging given the limited data regarding its value in muscular dystrophies and its perceived overuse in other neurologic conditions. In addition, there are wide variations in coverage for MRI, even within a given region among individual payers. Thus we suggest that prior authorization be obtained for every case and, if needed, a peer-to-peer review also be done to explain the clinical rationale for using MRIs as a diagnostic tool in LGMDs (of note, Medicare does not perform preauthorization for most services).

**Genetic testing**

Genetic testing provides important diagnostic clarity for patients and neurologists and also helps avoid the costly and potential harm of treatment with immunosuppressive therapy. While this rationale is intuitive to most clinicians, payers may not perceive it similarly given the relatively high cost of testing upfront with no current disease-modifying treatment. The LGMD and distal dystrophies guideline provides a Level B recommendation for clinicians to use a clinical approach to guide genetic diagnosis and testing. Thus a comprehensive neurologic history and examination should precede any genetic testing. In general, most third-party providers need 3 criteria to be fulfilled before they approve genetic testing. These include the following:

1. The patient displays clinical features of the disorder, or is at direct risk of inheriting the relevant mutation in question
2. The patient’s care will be directly affected by information obtained from the test
3. A comprehensive evaluation including thorough patient and family history, physical examination, genetic counseling, and complete diagnostic evaluation using nongenetic testing does not lead to a definitive diagnosis

Many mutations causing LGMDs and distal dystrophies are relatively rare, and in some cases novel causative mutations may be revealed during the diagnostic evaluation. Many commercial and academic laboratories run diagnostic panels to evaluate for LGMDs, resulting in frequent issues with payment denial and sometimes high out-of-pocket patient costs for these tests. It is thus imperative that a prior authorization be obtained (if available from the payer) before these panels are sent out.

Emerging clinical genetic tools such as whole-exome sequencing or Next Gen sequencing present a growing payment challenge. There are wide variations in coverage, with some providers considering these tools investigational and thus not providing any coverage, while some may consider providing coverage on a case-by-case basis. There is hope that with rapid technological advancement the cost of this testing will come down further, which might make it more palatable for third-party payers. Alternative options for patients requiring expensive genetic testing include participation in research trials or approaching philanthropic organizations interested in particular diseases to help pay for the tests (e.g., the Jain Foundation may help with dysferlin gene testing).

**Physical therapy and other rehabilitation services**

The recent LGMD and distal dystrophies guideline could not offer any recommendation on the role of physical therapy and rehabilitation in LGMDs due to scarcity of rehabilitation-related clinical trials. Patients and their family members may want to continue physical therapy even if it has had no outward benefit as they may perceive stopping therapy as giving up on the disease. It is important to set the expectation outright with the patient and family regarding the role of physical therapy and the potential limitations in its coverage.

Knowing the details of each patient’s insurance plan is essential as many payers consider physical therapy medically necessary only when “this care is prescribed by a physician in order to significantly improve, develop or restore physical functions lost or impaired as a result of a
Careful selection of meaningful quality measures is especially important for progressive diseases such as LGMDs that do not at present have effective cures or disease-modifying therapies.

disease, injury or surgical procedure.” Restrictive policy language thus may result in denial of coverage. Even in those cases where physical therapy is approved, a 60-day limiting period may be applied (in a given calendar year or for the length of the plan).

Recently Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) approved expanded coverage of physical therapy services in those cases where it helps to maintain function. Thus careful and objective documentation of functional maintenance by the physician and physical therapists can provide longer duration of coverage to some of these patients. As a last resort, many patients and their families may choose to use their social security disability fund to continue physical therapy.

Gene therapy, myostatin therapy, and other experimental treatment options

Experimental therapies such as gene therapy or myostatin inhibition are generally not covered by third-party payers, but it is prudent to note that some payers might cover travel expenses in certain circumstances.

Multispecialty care

The guideline provides a Level B recommendation that many patients with LGMD need periodic cardiorespiratory screening and treatment. Furthermore, these patients may need referral to other specialists, as many have multisystem involvement. Cardiomyopathy presents a source of potentially high morbidity complications in patients with LGMD, and neurologists who see patients with LGMD must be attuned to the need for appropriate cardiac surveillance even in the face of resistance from insurance carriers. Even asymptomatic carriers may need periodic cardiac screening. The guideline recommends periodic respiratory monitoring in those patients at high risk of ventilatory compromise (e.g., myofibrillar myopathy and LGMD 2I, Level B recommendation), and referral for sleep or pulmonary evaluation in all patients with LGMD who demonstrate clinical signs of insufficient sleep or ventilatory compromise. While more data would help to develop a comprehensive guideline on screening and treatment, denial of payment for these services is generally unlikely as long as appropriate ICD codes are used and in cases where cardiorespiratory symptoms are present they be clearly documented. Further, there has been a clear precedent set with cardiorespiratory screening in Duchenne muscular dystrophy, which can be used to educate payers about the need for screening in many LGMDs. Careful documentation of mobility needs (if necessary, in conjunction with colleagues in physical medicine and physical therapy) is necessary to help patients navigate coverage of potentially costly powered mobility aids. Finally, when multispecialty care is required at a center outside the patient’s coverage network (e.g., at an academic medical center), the patient and primary care provider may need to request an exemption from the insurer to provide this specialized and often cost-effective care.

Value-based payment for care of patients with LGMD

CMS and other payers are steadily moving toward payment models that reward quality of care rather than strictly volume of services. As a result, physicians and specialty societies should be actively involved in identification and production of meaningful clinical quality measures. Careful selection
of meaningful quality measures is especially important for progressive diseases such as LGMDs that do not at present have effective cures or disease-modifying therapies. The AAN is currently developing a quality measure set for muscular dystrophies. Eventually, the long-term trend toward value-based payment will require neurologists who take care of patients with LGMD to carefully observe and document clinical best practices to assure that optimal care is delivered to these patients, reasonable payment is received, and therefore patient access to care is preserved.

CONCLUSION
The care of patients with LGMDs and distal dystrophies presents a challenging combination of diagnostic complexity and supportive, anticipatory management. From a payment perspective, the costs associated with evaluation and management of these patients may require discussions with third-party payers to explain the rationale and supporting evidence behind the clinical recommendations. In the future, clinicians will need to be mindful of value-based payment methodologies in caring for patients with LGMD and distal dystrophies, and neurologists should be active in the creation of meaningful and reasonable quality measures.
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